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Hook Stock
What Is It?
Hook stock is stock issued by a parent corporation and held by its subsidiary. That does not seem very complicated—
at first. We can imagine that occurring when a sub uses parent stock to carry out a triangular reorganization or
to compensate employees of the sub. A little more obscure is the fact that hook stock necessarily results from a
Section 304(a)(2) purchase by a sub of the parent’s stock from its shareholder, resulting in possible treatment of the
seller as receiving a dividend.
But hook stock has an aura of confusion, so there must be more to it. There is, though the “more to it” is actually a
variety of cases, which adds to the confusion. Hook stock can involve:
• Not stock at all but a partnership interest, as when a corporation is a partner and the partnership owns its stock.
• Stock held by a controlled sub or an uncontrolled sub.
• Hook stock resulting from a purchase from the parent’s shareholder, from a contribution by the parent, from a
purchase from the parent, and from an inversion; and the purchase could be for cash, property or stock of the sub.

What’s the Problem?
The immediate problem with hook stock is that since last year the Chief Counsel has refused to rule on transactions
involving it. The no-rule defines hook stock or equity as something held by a 50 percent or more controlled entity.
This is the same definition that is used for Section 304(a)(2). The Chief Counsel must think that if an issuer controls a
shareholder, then the shareholder may not act independently and so transactions involving the hook stock are suspect.
The no-rule is an extension of several other no-rule areas that basically say the IRS will not assist taxpayers in forming
tax shelters. But the fact that the no-rule is limited to controlled entities at least shows that sometimes hook stock
is not problematic.
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Of course corporations control other corporations all the time and that does not prevent rulings. What makes
hook stock different is two things. First, some of the issues are counting issues: how does hook stock count for
purposes of the many Subchapter C rules that depend on a percentage of ownership or change of ownership, like
Sections 1504 and 382? Generally, the default approach of the IRS is to treat hook stock like other outstanding stock:
that is, it is not deemed to be treasury stock of the parent.
The more serious problem for the IRS is the concern that potentially taxable appreciated property can disappear
from corporations without being taxed. This has been the issue with the long-pending “May Dept. Store”
proposed regulations.

Prop. Reg. Section 1.337(d)-3
This 1992 proposal is now in the Treasury’s business plan and could be finalized soon. The set of transactions at
which the regulation aims is odd and the results are counterintuitive. For example, suppose a partnership buys a
corporation. This is not an unusual event today. Partnerships are the acquisition vehicle of choice for lots of investors.
Then the partnership gets the idea that it would be nice to hold the corporation’s business assets, or particular assets,
inside the partnership. So the corporation contributes the assets to the partnership for a partnership interest.
The partnership interest is hook equity in the partnership, from the corporation’s viewpoint. Or maybe the stock is
hook equity in the corporation from the partnership’s viewpoint.
From the Treasury’s viewpoint, it can look like the corporation distributed the assets to its shareholder, the partnership.
The proposed regulation would tax the corporation on the Section 311 gain in the assets.

Conclusion
Taxpayers can walk into the zone of this proposed regulation without even thinking about it. Maybe without having
any tax savings in mind. But the tipoff is that hook equity exists in a controlled entity. That fact should cause taxpayers
to come to a full stop and assess the potentials for an IRS recharacterization of their transactions.
For additional information, call Jack Cummings at 919.862.2302.
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If you would like to receive future Federal Tax Advisories electronically, please forward your contact information to
FederalTax.Advisory@alston.com. Be sure to put “subscribe” in the subject line.
Click here for Alston & Bird’s Tax Blog.
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